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IIIPROVED TOY GUN. To Dt_Uncul_1I. Benzine from Benzol. machines, which consists in a seriesof independently operat· 

The annexed engraving represents a novel device which Benzol, C. H., was first discovered by Faraday in the cylin· ing pressure block!!, arranged on lines parallel with the axis 
may be utilized to "teach the young idea how to shoot," or, in dl'rs in which coal gas was delivered to consumers in Lon· of the rotating cutter. Their object is to hold the lumber 
other words. placed in the hands of children as a plaything, don many years ago. Much more recently, a volatile sub· while being planed, and in so doing to take the place of the 
or may be employed to kill rats or birds or any other small stance resembling it in several particulars was found among pressure bar or pressure rollers now generally employed. 
game. It consists of a gun constructed after the well known the products of petroleum refineries, and to this too was The advanta!l'es claimed are that the operator is enabled to 
pea.shooter plan, that is, the missile is thrown by the con· given the name benzol or benzine. At length the name ben· feed two boards of different thicknesses at the same time, hold. 
traction of a released elastic band, to moderate distances, zol became confined to the coal tar product, while in this ing both alike; or he may plane one board on one side of the 
with accuracy and considerable force. A general view of the country the name benzine has generally been limited to the ntachine and have it held alike at both edges, thereby secur· 
invention is shown in Fig 1; Fig. 2 shows the trigger mech· petroleum product; but in England and France both are ing a uniform thickness and even surface, giving the same 
anism, and Fig. 3, a section emount of wear on the side of 
the muzzle. the machine as at the middle, 

The barrel is slotted longitud. and thus keeping the cutters 
in ally, the slots forming guides 13 and bed worn alike and even. 
for the sliding piece, A, therein. At a suitable distance in 
Extended between stationary front of the cutter head, A, is se· 
hooks, B, at the muzzle, Fig. 3, cured a guide, B, the inner 
and the arms of piece, A. which side of which is made circular 
protrude through the slots, are and concentric with the circle 
strong rubber springs, C. These Fia. 2 .Fiq. 3 described by the cutters in their 
are extended when the slide piece J J revolution. On this guide are 
is retracted. '

hung the independent chip 
The rear portion of the slide breakers or pressure blocks, C. 

piece is provided with a hook or The latter are constructed in the 
arrow, which catches in the piv. same curve as the guide, and 
oted spring jaws, D, Fig. 2. A are held down by the spring, D. 
slotted piece, E, with V.shaped In the guide are made suitable 
front end, slides on lateral guide recesses for the reception of fric. 
pins and acts on the rear ends of tion rollers, E, for the blocks to 
said jaws. The trigger engages work against with an easy move 
in a recess of slide, E, and car· ment. 
ries the same forward on being In rear of the cutter head is a 
pulled. The rear arms of the 

MARTIN'S TOY GUN crossbar, F, which holds another 
spring jaws, otherwise held apart . 

series of pressure blocks, G, 
by a rubber spring encircling the front arms, are thereby 

I 
known as benzine. The former is much more valuable than I which hold the board after it is planed. These are also 

forced together, and the front part opened. The rear of the the latter, since it is employed in the manufacture of aniline I curved on their inner sides, and the proper amount of press
slide piece , A, is thus released, and the latter is pulled quick- and the aniline dyes. There is great similarity in color,odor, ure is given to each by means of a rubber spring, H. Each 
ly forward by the contraction of the bands, thus throwing etc., and the benzine is sometimes sold as benzol, or mixed block and its spring is held by means of a bolt, as shown. 
the mis�ile out of the barrel. Elastic cushions, F, Fig. 3, with it. Dr. Hagar distinguishes the two by means of The tendency of the blocks, G, is to bring down the thinner 
arranged in the ends of the barrel slots, break the force of iodine. A small crystal of iodine, placed in a test tube con· part of a board not planed alike on both edges, and to keep 
the shock of the slide as it reaches the muzzle. taining the liquid to be tested and gently agitated, dissolves it from vibrating, thereby securing uniformity of thickness 

On pulling back the slide piece for the next shot, the arrow and imparts to benzol a violet red color; to benzine it imparts and an evan surface. 
end spreads the jaws, which carry, by their action on the V- a raspberry red color. In a mixture of the two, the color of This invention, which the inventor claims in no wise 
shaped slide, the same and the trigger back, rea.dy for an· the solution is also a mixture of violet red and raspberry red, conflicts with the Woodbury p atented pressure bar, offers, as 
other discharge. Buckshot or has doubtless already been 
bullets may be fired; and to noticedj a means of overcom. 
retain the same in place, the lJ7.,'q.1. pirt � ing several difficulties pecu' 
forward end of the slide piece, I 7 ' • liar to that appliance. 
A, is hollowed, and a light It was patented in the Uni. 
spring provided, which grasps C ted States May 25, 1875, and 
the ball and prevents its escap. also in Canada, to Mr. Chester 
ing when the gun is carried R. Patterson, of 439 North 
muzzle downward. Main street, Pittston, Pa., to 

For dispelling cats in city whom inquiries for further 
backyards, we should imagine particulars may be addressed. 
this invention admirably adap-

-

ted. It certainly would be a Soda Manufacture. 
cheap substitute for the air Siebel proposed to make 
guns now used for target prac· carbonate of soda by fusiog 
tice. It may also be trusted together pho�phate and ni. 
in the hands of children, to trate of soda, so as to obtain 
whom it would be dangerous at the same time nitric acid. 
to allow the handling of a wea- Aside from the difficulty that 
pon charged with powder and the vessel, in which the fusion 
ball. was made, would be rapid. 

Patented through the Sci- ly destroyed, this process has 
entific American Patent Agen- no practical value, because, in 
cy, May 25, 1875. For fur- the first place, a number of 
ther information, relative to CLARKE'S FLOOR CL &.lIP. operations are requisite, and, 
sale of patent, address the in. in the second place, the sepa 
ventor, Mr. \Villiam H. Martin (until 1st of September next), the latter prevailing, so that the addition of the smallest ratiQn of phosphate from the carbonate of soda is either im. 
Burnt Ordinary, James City county, Va.; after that date, quantity of benzine to benzol can be detected in this way. A perfect, or so expensive on a large scale, that nitric acid, 0.& 
at Mobile, Ala. few experiments will soon enable a person to judge of th9 well as soda, would be much more costly than when pre 

• ••• • amount of adulteration. pared in another way. That communication induced the au 
IMPROVED FLOOR CLAMP. _ ••• _ thor to pUblish his process for making nitric acid and taustic 

Carpenters, cabinet maker3, and others who find it fre- IJllPROVED iPRE8SURE BLOCKS FOR PLAWING KAClUNES. or carbonate of soda from Chili sahpeter at one operation, 
quently necessary to clamp floorinll boards or portions of fur- We illustrate herewith a novel improvement in planing which was patented in Prussia in 1867, in :the hope that 
niture together are provided,in tb'.. further experiments or the use of 
device illustrated herewith, with a more suitable vessels would render 
novel and simple tool especially ad. this process a profitable one in indus, 
apted to such purposes. It consists trial chemistry, for obtaining at once, 
of a sleeve, A, which at its lower from cheap Chili niter, valuable ni. 
extremity carries a cam , B, Fig. 2, tric acid and caustic soda. 
and at its upper end has a handle, In 1805 and 1806 the author had 
C. Passing throug h the sleeve is a numerous experiments made in his 
rod having a screw point" D, at its laboratory for the purpose of obtain· 
lower end, and turned by the upper ing nitric acid and caustic soda from 
handle shown. Attached to a coliar Chili saltpeter. It was fused and 
on the sleeve, A, is a rea)'waHI ex. ignited with varioU!l substances like 
tending arm, E, the end of wh;eh is silica, alumina, oxide of zinc, and 
turned downward and tooLbed so as carbonate of magnesia, but all these 
to engage with the surface or the required so high a temperature for 
joist. F is a slotied and grooved the decomposition of the nitrate of 
arm which is pressed by tile cam soda that the greatest part of the Ii 
against the boards when baid cam is berated nitric acid was completely 
suitably revolved by the hauule, C. decomposed , and only a small por· 
The holding arm, E, prevents any tion of it was obtained. The least 
rearward motion of the device, which heat was required with carbonate of 
is still further secured by the screw lime. The author mixed fine chalk 
point, D, entering the wood of the with Chili saltpeter in nearly equi 
joist. valent proportions, with a slight ex· 

The invention was patented June cess of the former. The mixture 
8, 1875, to Mr. W. D. Clark, of was heated first in an iron retort, af· 
Springfield, Ill., to whom inquiries terwards in large iron paM under a 
for further particulars may be ad. stoDe Taulted cover, unl;l no lQore 
dressed.' PATTERSON'S PRESSURE BLOCKS FOR PLANING MACmllES. gas was evolved, and the JD.aIlS be 
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came pasty and thick. The gases were conducted through a 
system of stone flasks containing water, and in this way at 
first three fourths, afterwards eleven twelfths, of the nitric 
acid in the saltpeter was obtained. As the common salt in 
the saltpeter is not decomposed by carbonate of lime, at least 
at tlle temperature employed. the acid obtained was perfectly 
free from chlorine. '1'h e thick sirupy mass was drawn out of 
the pan while still hot, and the pan chal'ged again. Tlte mass, 
which contained caustic lime and carbonate of soda, when 
cold, was boiled with water to obtain caustic soda, the car
bonate of lime being precipitated. 

Since all the soda in the nitrate of soda ill obtained in the 
form of caustic soda, and as a rule this covers the total cost 
of the saltpeter and chalk employed, this pro 
cess would be a profitable one were not the 
costly vessels rapidly destroyed, as an eight 
months' experience proved, the operation of-
ten being interrupted to renew the pans.-Carl 
Lieber. 

---
To Make Gol d and Silver lok8. 

Good bright gold, silver, and brunze inks are 
seldom met in the market; they are almost al
ways of a dull color. do not flow easily from the 
pen, and the writing remains sticky. Hence ar
chitects and artists mostly prefer to use shell 
gold and shell silver (Muschel-Silber), instead of 
ihe corresponding ink. The latter, however, 
is so much easier and safer to use that I will de
scribe its preparation. 

For gold ink it is best to employ genuine 
gold leaf, but owing to the expense this is sel
dom used; sometimes mosaic gold (sulphide of 
tin) or iodide of lead is employed, but almost 
always Dutch leaf. 

Owing to the relatively low price of silver, 
genuine silver foil is used for silver ink, false 
silTer foil is seldom used, and is not so good. 
For other metallic inks, commercial bronze pow
ders are employed. The genuine and false foils 
are also sold in a finely pulverized state; they 
are made from the waste of the gold beaters by 
rubbing it in metallic sieves to an impalpable 
powder. 

In consequence of the beating between gold beater's skin, 
it has particles of grease and other impurities attached to it 
which must be removed beCore it can be used for ink. For 
this purpoRe the whole sheets, or the commercial bronze pow
der, are triturated with a little honey to a thin magma on a 
gl&Sll or porphyry plate with a pestle, as c arefully as possible, 
as the beauty of the ink depends essentia.lly on this. The 
finely rubbed paste is rinsed into a thin glass beaker, boiled. 
for a long time with water containing a little alkali, freqllent
ly stirred, decanted, well washed with hot water, and dried. at 
a gentle heat. By boiling this powder with water containing 
sulphuric, nitric, or hydrochloric acid, different shades can 

be imparted to it. 
Next, a solution of 1 pllrt of white gum arabic in 4 parts 

of distilled water is mixed with 1 part of potash water glass, 
and triturated with the requisite quantity of purified. metal
lic powder. Gold ink will bear more liquid than silver ink, 
since gold covers much better: on rough paper more metal is 
necessary than on sized paper; on light paper morll than on 
dark, to make the color of the ink appear equally int_se. 

In general 1 part of foil is enough for 3 or 4 parts of the 
above liquid. In preparing large quantities of ink, a low 
porcelain measuro is used fur transferring it to the small glass 
vessels whore it is to be kept, and it must be continually and 
thoroug'� v stirred &0 that it will always keep well mixed. It 
requires frequent stirring also when in use. It is best to mix 
the dry powder with the liquid immediately before using. 
The ink �n be used with a common steel pen, and flows very 
well when writing slowly, but it is better to use a pencil. 

I consider the use of potash water gl&llll of veat impor
tance. It greatly increases the metallic luster on paper, pre
vent its looking dead, protects the writing from being dis 
colored by the action of the atmosphere, and all!O prevents 
its penetrating too far into the pores of the paper, without 
rendering it very viscid. Although the writing of itself 
possesses a high metallic luster, it may be incl'6&8ed. by gen
tly polishing with a polishing steel. Inks made with mosaic 
gold, mosaic silver, iodide of lead, etc., are not nearly 110 

oeautiful.-C. H. Viedt. 
••••• 

HARDY AZALEAS. 

These are flowers so fresh and fragrant that they ought to 

J ,ieutifi, �m'ri,au. 
giIle anything more beautiful. In every variety of this plant, 
when grown well in any deep rich soil, intermixed with rho
dodendrons, the different tints of yellow, red, and orange 
have a plea.aing effect among the white, rose, and purple 
tints of the latter plant. Another attraction pOllse�sed by 
these azaleas is that the foliage becomes bright yellow and 
crimson in the autumn. Our illustration represents the so
called Ghent azalea, a fine specimen of the hardy clas8. 

a •••• 

COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE. 

The accompanying view and plans (Fig. 2), designed for a 
gardener's cottage, show a building, small, but very pictu. 
resque in appearance. It would be very suitable for a gate 

AN ORNAMENTAL COTTAGE. 

lodge or a sea-side or summer cottage, and would look ex
tremely well among the trees of a camp ground. The porch 
(with its seat) is large and roomy; the living room is of good 
size, well lighted by a square bay window. The kitchen is 
well supplied with closets. This first floor could be very 
much improved by adding a one-story kitchen at the rear, 
making the living room into a parlor, and the kitehen into a 
dining and sitting r.>Om; the additional cost would be very 
lIDlall. The seCORd floor oontains three bed rooms, very con-
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venieRtly arranged. and each provided with a closet. The 
two downstairs rooms and the large front bed room are sup
pUed with open fireplaces, the value of which for ventilation 
is 80 often overlooked in cheap houses; besides this, there 
should be ventilating tulles or shafts in the chimney sides, 
with registers opening from each room, thus insuring a good 
system of ventilation. The roof should be ventilated by 
openings under the projecting eaves. The estimated cost of 
this building is from $1,200 to $1,800, according to locality 
and style of finish. 

The view and plans are taken from"·W ooden and Brick 
Buildings," the latest and best work published by Messrs. A. 
J. Bicknell & Co., of 27 Warren street, New York . 

• I ••• 
Smith College. 

By the endowment of a charitable lady, now deceaeed, a 
new and splendid college for the higher education of youn; 
women has lately been construeted at Northampton. Mass. 
The students, instea.d of congregating in one large boarding 
house, are divided into small families, residing in separate 
cottages, scattered about the college grounds. 

The general character of the institution has been determined 
by its founder, whose will provides that the trustees shall 
furnish young women the" mea.ns and faoillties for education 

103 
that term, a college, which should give young women an edu
cation as high and thorough and complete as that which 
young men receive in Harvard, Yale, Amherst, and other 
colleges. 

The college was dedicated in July last, under the presiden
cy of Professor L. Clark Seelye, formerly of Amherst College, 
Mass. 

••••• 
On the ParafDn8 oCPenn8yJvania Petroleum. 

Morgan, under Schor lemmer's direction, has made an ex
amination of the normal hexane and heptane from Pennsyl
vanian petroleum, to test the question of the presence of iso
mers. The normal paraffins were chlorinated, and then con

verted i nto olefines by treatment with al
coholic potash. These olefines were treated 
with cold hydrochloric acid, each of them 
being thereby separated into two fraction�. 
one of which dissolved in the acid, while the 
other did not. 'I'he latter fractions yielded 
secondary alcohols when suitably treated, 
that from the hexane being methyl.butyl 
carbinol and that from the heptane being me
thyl-pentyl carbinol. It hence appears that 
the derivative olefines are normal, and have 
the constitution CH, = CH-Cn H, + 2nl. The 
former olefines, or those soluble in hydro· 
chloric acid in the cold, yielded alcobols 
which appeared to be secondary, but which 
need further investigation. 

In some remarks upon this paper, Schor
lemmer says that the above results do not 
necessarily prove t be presence of a third iso
meric heptane in petroleum. Heptane when 
treated with chlorine yields one primary, and 
may yield three secondary, chlorides. If the 
heptenes from two of these combine with 
hydrochloric acid in the cold, the alcohols 
from them would yield on oxidation ethyl
butyl ketone and dipropyl ketone. These on 
further oxidation would yield propionic and 
butyric acids. Since Morgan obtained the 
latter, and as the acetic acid he obtained came 
probably from the presence in his heptane of 
a lower boiling isomer, it is probable that, 

owing to the method he employed, the propionic acid was over
looked. To decide the question, an absolutely pure paraffin 
is necessary; and the author proposes to make additional ex
periments with hexane from mannite. 

- --

Snllll' Cor Illsect8. 

The so·called tobacco meal, the Kolni8cM Zdtung says, has 
heen successfully used in agriculture for the destruction of 
noxious insects, but it has not yet been applied largely on 
account of its high price, which is caused by heavy import 
duty. The only obstacle lies in the fact that the meal might 
be used forthe manufacture of snuff. 

• •••• 

COllllBINED PORTABLE AQUARIUIt AND WARDIAN CASE. 

The accompanying illustration, selected from the English 
Garden, represents a simple and tasteful little parlor aqua
rium. in which many small exotic aquatics and some of our 
native water weeds will grow as well as in a contrivance of 
greater dimensions. It consists simply of a glass vessel, si
milar in shape to an ordinary bell glass, but furnished with 
a stand, and covered either with another bell glass or an or
dinary glass shade. .A. handful of sandy soil or gravel and 
a few shells at the bottom serve to hold the roots of vallis
neria, aponogeton, chara, and other water plants. Soft water 
is best for filling the glass if it can be obtained. and one or 
two goldfish add brightness and life to such an arrange
ment, and give motion to the water. Aquatic plants, or such 
of them as will grow in a vase of small dimensions, very 
rarely produce !lowers; and in order to counteract this want 
of brilliancy, a vaee of cut flowers may be introduced, as 

be more generally grown in shrubbery borde:ns than they are. equal to thoijl which are l14.rded in our colleges to young shown in our engra.ving, and they will last fresh and beauti
'fhe colors are rose, buff orange, and .range btU!; and when men." The fund for the institution was not given to eatab- ful for a much longer time than when they are fully exposed 
intermixed with tender young foliage, it is difficult to ima- lish an ord.ln.ary schO!lI, bu� to found, in the truest sense of to the heated atmosphere of the sitting room. 
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